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Abstract
Buerger’s disease is an autoimmune disease? And what is the immunological pathogenesis？It has not
been deeply researched but still attracts the attention of scholars. In our early study we reported that TAO
may be an autoimmune disease involving hypersensitivity Type III & Type IV. In this study we further
explored the immune pathogenesis of TAO based on initial research. We detected humoral immunity (Ig
E) in 28 cases using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Antigen-antibody complex depositing
on the vessel wall in 18 cases, and anti-vessel antibodies in 28 cases using three kinds of immunelabeling techniques (immunofluorescence labeling, immunoenzymatic staining and immuno-gold-silver
staining). The result shows Ig E levels were significantly high (P<0.01). As high as 86% of anti-vessel
antibodies in serum were found (P<0.001), and the auto-antibodies against the vessel were combined
directly with vascular collagen. Antigen-antibody complexes deposited on the vascular wall. These
findings further confirm TAO is an autoimmune disease involving multiple hypersensitivity reactions. This
is mainly Type III hypersensitivity and type II in addition to type IV. The elevated Ig E suggest that TAO
may a type I hypersensitivity involved.

Background
Leo Buerger first described Buerger’s disease (TAO or thromboangiitis obliterans) in 1908. TAO is an
inflammatory disease of small and medium-sized blood vessel walls accompanied by thrombosis, and it
primarily involves the limbs. Historically, the disease occurs more often in young men, and the severe pain
from TAO has led to drug abuse and limb loss; Major limb amputation occurs in nearly 20% of cases [1].
TAO has a global yet uneven distribution [1]. In North America and Western Europe, TAO accounts for
0.75% to 5.6% of peripheral vascular diseases. However, in Eastern Europe, the Middle East, the
Mediterranean, and Asia, it accounts for 60% to 80% of peripheral vascular diseases and may be
associated with the use of certain types of tobacco [1]. Interestingly, the incidence of TAO in women has
risen [1] in accordance with an increase in cigarette smoking among women. The incidence of TAO is
also associated with economic development [2], as evidence suggests a correlation with improvements in
nutrition; most patients in these populations are malnourished [3].
It is more difficult to treat TAO in its acute stages; therefore, it is important to study its pathogenesis.
Researchers have recently paid special attention to immune pathogenesis. We conducted a previous
study exploring TAO as an autoimmune disease involving type III related to antigen-antibody complex
deposited on the vessel wall and type IV delayed hypersensitivity related to sensitized T cells and
releasing lymphokines [4]. This study further explores the pathogenesis of TAO as an autoimmune
disease and its mechanism.

Methods
Patients
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Our study included 74 men patients, aged 21 to 50 years, with a history of TAO lasting 2 to 28 years.
Patients had a recurrence history ranging from 1 to 6 times, with a recent onset within 1 to 10 months.
The diagnosis of TAO was based on the following criteria: the onset occurred when the patient was 20 to
40 years old, the patient reported being a smoker, the symptoms were usually accompanied by migratory
superficial phlebitis in an extremity, symptoms and signs of ischemia in the limbs were present, and other
peripheral vascular diseases (such as arteriosclerosis obliterans, diabetic foot) were excluded. In some
cases, a TAO diagnosis was confirmed by pathological findings.
We obtained biopsy blood vessel tissue from superficial phlebitis and from limb amputation from TAO
patients. 18 cases of antigen-antibody (Ag-Ab) complex deposition, and 28 cases of anti-vessel autoantibodies detected. Patients in this study were in the acute and sub-acute stages. 28 cases of Ig E
patients were assigned to 3 groups: acute TAO (n=5), sub-acute TAO (n=17), and chronic TAO n=6).

Observations and methods
We used enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect humoral immunity (IgE) in 28 patients
who had no other allergic disorders. There are healthy people as a control group.
We used 3 types of immune labeling techniques to accurately detect Ag-Ab complex depositions on the
vessel walls for 18 patients. We used immunofluorescence (IF) labeling, where samples of patient vessels
were fixed in cooling alcohol (95%) and embedded in low-temperature paraffin. The specimens were then
sectioned via pancreatic digestion and direct immunofluorescence staining. Prepared samples were
observed under fluorescent microscopy. Using a similar technique, we also evaluated samples using
immunoenzymatic staining (avidin-biotin complex, ABC staining) and immuno-gold-silver staining (IGSS),
assessed via a light microscope.
For the detection of anti-vessel autoantibodies, healthy vessel tissue served as an antigen substitute. The
serum from 28 TAO patients was used as the first antibody, rabbit antihuman fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC-Ig), ABC-Ig, and IGSS-Ig were used as secondary antibodies. We used indirect staining for all
samples.
The control serum was obtained from healthy volunteer blood donors at Shanghai Rui-Jin Hospital. The
healthy vessel tissue was obtained from healthy controls through biopsy or amputation from patients at
Shanghai Rui-Jin Hospital. Other control comparators included rabbit serum substitution for human
serum, buffer solution substitution for human serum, anti-mouse Ab substitution for Ab labeling, buffer
solution substitution for Ab labeling, and saline as a blank control. We conducted paired t-tests and
determined the mean and standard deviations. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant,
P<0.01 was highly significant, and P<0.001 was extremely significant.

Results
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Ig E levels were highly significantly elevated in all groups (P<0.01) and significantly elevated in the
subacute and chronic TAO groups (P <0.05).
All immune-labeling techniques found Ag-Ab complex deposition on the vessel walls. IF staining findings
are illustrated in Fig. 1. ABC labeling results are illustrated in Fig. 2. To demonstrate the results of IF and
to exclude the nonspecific cross-reaction, we observed section staining with the ABC method
simultaneously. The ABC results were identical to those found with IF staining. The results of the IGSS
evaluation are illustrated in Fig. 3 and were identical to the IF and ABC findings. The IGSS technique
showed good specificity and sensitivity. In most vessels, we could see thickening of the intima, stenosis
of the cavity, and the organization and recanalization of the thrombus in the vascular cavity. We also
noted disorder of the structure, changing of media, fiber proliferation, and pathological changes of all
layers to various degrees along with local damage, breakdown, disappearance, and a large number of
streaky particles or patches deposited in all layers—among which the fluorescent intensity of IgG and IgM
was strong. The controls were negative.
The results of our anti-vessel auto-antibodies assessments are illustrated in Figs. 4-6. Anti-vessel autoantibodies were presented in 72% to 86% of TAO samples (P<0.001). The auto-antibodies against the
vessel were combined directly with vascular collagen (as seen in Figs. 4-6). The specificity and sensitivity
of the IGSS method were better than those of the IF and ABC methods.

Discussion
Various antibodies in TAO have been reported, including anti-endothelial cell antibodies [5], anti-neutrophil
cytoplasmic antibodies [6], anti-phospholipid antibodies [7], anti-cardiolipin antibodies [8], and agonistic
auto-antibodies directly against the G-protein coupled receptor [9]. TAO is associated with elevated
cytokine levels of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-4, IL-6, IL-17, and IL-23 [10, 11]. TAO
is also associated with an increased expression of vascular cell adhesion molecules, intracellular
adhesion molecules, and E-selectin on the endothelial cells of the affected arteries [12]. Kobayashi et al.
[13] reported IgG, IgA, IgM, and complement factors C3d and C4c deposit along the internal elastic
lamina, and cell infiltration was observed in the thrombus and the intima of patients with TAO (CD3+ T
cells greatly outnumbered CD20+ B cells, CD68+ macrophages or S-100+ dendritic cells). Fu et al. [14]
found that TAO patients have low erythrocyte immune function, so the erythrocytes are less able to
adhere to the circulating immune complex, and Cui et al. [15] found an immune complex deposit in the
vessel wall under electron microscopy, which aligns with our findings [4].The evidence suggests TAO
pathogenesis involves humoral and cellular immunity, with TAO vessel cell immune response activation,
inflammation, damage, and thrombosis. Immunosuppressive agents suppress the immune response in
TAO patients [16]. The use of immunoadsorption to remove TAO antibodies from the blood showed
promising results in the clinic [17, 18].
In the present study, TAO humoral immunology showed a highly significant increase in IgE. Combined
with TAO clinical manifestations, repeated acute episodes, and the initiating factors (e.g. tobacco use,
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climate, trauma, and malnutrition) [3]. It has long been recognized that persistent cigarette smoking is a
major risk factor for TAO persistence, progression, recurrence, and amputation. TAO patients seem to be
in a sensitized state to cigarette smoking, indicating the presence of a Type I allergy. Elevated IgE levels
may play some role in the pathogenesis of TAO as an autoimmune disease [19], but this should be further
explored for confirmation. Three types of immuno-labeling techniques all confirmed anti-vessel autoantibodies in the sera of TAO patients. Furthermore, Ag-Ab complex deposits were observed directly on
the vessel wall in multiple immune label samples. The existence of Type III hypersensitivity reaction was
again confirmed. The auto-antibodies against the vessel were combined directly with damaged vascular
collagen, which reflects a Type II hypersensitivity reaction (as noted in Figs. 4-6).
According to the etiology analysis in our previous study of 876 cases [3], cigarette smoking was the
greatest factor, but we also found other factors closely related to the disease. Most patients (80%) had a
history of exposure to dampness and sudden temperature changes (eg, intense exercise with sweating
followed by freezing), and exposure to hot or cold extremes. 29% of patients had a history of trauma, and
70% of patients had a history of malnutrition. Also, 17% of TAO patients were not smokers but shared
other risk factors as described above—risk factors that induce damage to the vessel walls to become
auto-antigen or/and become sensitive factors to induce an allergic reaction. Cigarette smoking can not
only introduce an allergic antigen, which may induce a Type 1 allergic reaction in TAO, but nicotine is also
a hapten with blood red cells, intracellular histones or DNA binding, and therefore alters their composition,
resulting in the production of auto-antibodies [20].
TAO shares many characteristics with autoimmune diseases. For example, TAO patients have
autoantibodies and sensitized lymphocytes, high levels of r-globulin in serum [4]; deposition of the Ag-Ab
complex in damaged vessels; and lymphocyte, plasma cell, and monocyte infiltration in the target vessels
[4]. TAO patients also have a variety of auto-antibodies, and TAO has a genetic component [21, 22]. In the
clinic, patients with TAO often have repeated recurrences and chronic stability.stage In acute episodes of
TAO, the course of the disease is managed using immunosuppressive agents [16] and immunoadsorption
agents to remove TAO antibodies [17, 18]. TAO patients will sometimes experience damage to both
extremities and viscera [23, 24], which indicates TAO may be a systemic autoimmune disease. Changes
in sex hormones have an impact on immune function and may lead to autoimmune diseases. Although
most autoimmune diseases occur in women, TAO is more common in men, suggesting that man
hormones may play a role.

Conclusions
Overall, this study provides further evidence to classify TAO as an autoimmune disease involving multiple
hypersensitivities reaction. Mainly Type III hypersensitivity. However, Type IV（4） and type II reactions are
also involved . This study found IgE elevated in the sera of TAO patients, suggesting a Type I
hypersensitivity reaction may be involved or plays some role in TAO autoimmunity. TAO vascular wall
inflammation, blood hypercoagulation [25] and thrombosis in the vascular lumen are considered a
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consequence of TAO autoimmune pathogenesis (Fig.7). This study not only elucidates the autoimmune
pathogenesis of TAO. But also provides a new approach for clinical treatment.
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Figure 1
Deposits with yellowish-green striped, lumpy and particle-shaped immunofluorescence on TAO vascular
wall (IF 400x).
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Figure 2
Deposits with striped, lumpy substance of brown-yellowish on TAO vascular wall in immunoenzymatic
staining (ABC 400x).
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Figure 3
Deposits with particles and small black stripes substance on TAO vascular wall in immuno-gold-silver
staining (IGSS 400x).
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Figure 4
FITC-Ig appears yellow-green combined with the healthy vessel wall (IF 200x).
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Figure 5
ABC-anti-Ig appears brownish-red combined with the healthy vessel wall (avidin-biotin complex stain, ABC
200x).
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Figure 6
Gold-anti-Ig appears as small, black stripes and particles combined with the healthy vessel wall (IGSS
200x).
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Figure 7
Schematic diagram of TAO pathogene---immune mechanism involving multiple hypersensitivity reactions
(Designed by Ping Zheng & Wanchao Wang, 2020).
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